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Ministry of Foreign Affairs Investigation of Modern German Hospital
Program to Murder Disabled Jbwish and Muslim Infants

Jake Sturm <jssaveshyloh@gmail.com>
To: public@president.gov.i l

Mon, May 11,2015 at  12:03 PM

May 11,2014

Dear President Rivlin,

Mr. President, it is within your power to commute the sentences of civilians. German doctors have
sentenced my two-year-old Jewish daughter Shyloh (;rb'ra) to death by slow, agonizing torture over several
months. We have contacted Prime Minister Netanyahu about her case. One week after the election, the
Prime Minister's office passed the case on to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for investigation. Unfortunately,
for two months the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has refused to contact us, and two lsraeli Ambassadors,
whom we asked for help in regard to this problem, are also not responding to us. With Mr. Lieberman
suddenly resigning from his post, I am contacting you, as you are the only official left in the lsraeli
government who can help us commute Shyloh's death sentence. We implore you, please, to help us save
our daughter's life.

Because my daughter, who was born in Germany, was Jewish and had advanced cancer, shewas
sentenced to death in 2013 by the German medical system. German doctors hid her cancer, epilepsy,
cerebral palsy, and strokes so they would not have to diagnose her, and all of her medical records and test
reports were falsified. As the doctors well knew, by not diagnosing Shyloh there would be no treatment for
her, and without treatment she would most certainly die the way all these babies do: slowly, over months,
from the most agonizing, horrendous seizures. Parents of these babies can only helplessly watch their
children suffer and die, unable to get even palliative care from the eugenicist medical system. As I have
epilepsy myself, I can tell you that the seizures feel like electric shocks passing through the body-similar
to getting shocked from an electrical outlet. For iny daughter during her first few months of life, with no
diagnosis or treatment by the German doctors, it was like being tortured with electric shocks over and over,
hundreds of times each day. The seizures eventually became so powerful that she lost consciousness,
only to wake again to the same agonies. She could not sleep, ever. She could barely suckle. There is no
question that my daughter had awareness of her suffering and remembered her pain, despite being a
newborn.

This slow, painful death was the sentence given to my daughter by German doctors when they and their
staff hid her il lness from my wife and me. Over a nine-month period, the actions of the Germans were
carefully coordinated across three hospitals and multiple clinics, following well established protocols, which
proves that withholding diagnosis to euthanize infants is a widespread, endemic part of their medical
system. As doctors in two other countries (Switzerland and the I.JSA) were also involved, the entire
Western medical system is obviously an international system designed to slaughter any "defective" or
"undesirable" minorities, with such crimes being easily hidden through records falsification, denial of
diagnosis and treatment, and by providing legitimate care for the "non-defective" individuals who make up
the majority of the patients. Below are the details of Shyloh's case, which will prove that this is true.
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When our daughter went into a coma at two months old, and we bqought her to the hospital in Garmisch-
Partenkirchen, doctors told us that our child was sleeping and there was nothing wrong with her. lnstead of
trying to save her, the German doctors performed a lumbar puncture-a procedure which they knew would
kill a baby with brain tumors like Shyloh's. While the procedure caused massiVe damage to her brain, she
did not die right away and survived for four days in the hospital. Tired of waiting, the doctors let us go home
with our dying child. As I have advanced medical training, I went to our family doctor and immediately
obtained a prescription for THC, beginning the treatment of Shyloh's epilepsy with cannabis. Six days after
the procedure, Shyloh had a massive seizure that lasted over five minutes and put her into cardiac arrest.
By a miracle, my wife and I were able to revive her at home; the cannabis protected her brain from the
damage done by the lumbar puncture and seizures, and protected her heart during the cardiac arrest, so
she survived her flrst visit to the modern German oas chambers.

Desperate to save my daughter's life, I developed a new protocol for dosing, using special cannabis strains
not available in the West to successfully treat her cancer, stroke, epilepsy, cerebral palsy, and brain injury.
Her metastasized cancer is now in complete remission, and she is fully treated but delayed by six months.
Her medical conditions are all defined as 100% untreatable by current Western medicine, but if the Truth
of Shyloh's story were known to the millions suffering and dying from conditions like cancer, who are
currently having treatment withheld from them, fherT lives could also be saved. lf the lsraeli government
were to help Shyloh, not only would other patients have access to her cannabis strains and dosing
protocol, but humankind's knowledge of medicine would advance exponentially. No one would die from
these conditions anymore. People would have Hope.

As German doctors hid my daughter's cancer from us, we did not know that the lumbar puncture was done
to euthanize her. Therefore, stil l believing that the doctors were trying to treat Shyloh, we brought her to
another German hospital (LMU's epilepsy center in Munich) at three months old. At LMU, doctors took her
into a closed room and made a second attempt to euthanize her, sticking a large needle through her skull
and into her brain without anesthesia. Her screaming could be heard from one end of the hall to the other.
They did the procedure when I left the ward, and I only returned just as they finished-too late to stop it.
Once again, Shyloh's cannabis medicine saved her from the German death chambers.

In LMU, Shyloh and her mother were assigned to a special locked ward in which all the patients were non-
German and mostly Muslim. The babies in this ward were in horrendous condition; in some cases,
newborns were seizing so violently that they wore eye patches or hand mittens to protect themselves from
injury. lt is likely that the German medical system uses such wards to concentrate the foreign children they
intend to euthanize. lt appears that instead of using large concentration camps, they are now using small
wards hidden within hospitals across Germany. This would be a modern continuation of the Nazi program
to euthanize the disabled (which, it is well-documented, came originally from American eugenicists in the
1 920s).

When Shyloh was seven months old, LMU doetors gave us an appointment that was clearly meant to
kidnap and kill her by removing her from her lifesaving medicine. We fled to Switzerland-only to have
Swiss neurologists cover-up their German colleagues' attempted murder by falsifying Shyloh's medical
records and reporting us to child services. Now, both German and Swiss doctors, who all knew that
Shyloh's medicine was keeping her alive, were trying to murder her by hiding her il lness and calling our
cannabis treatment abuse-despite our prescriptions for THC from two family doctors.

Obviously, cannabis prohibition is being used to murder children like Shyloh. With such fabricated "drug"
charges, the German and Swiss doctors had full legal control to seize our daughter and do anything they
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wanted to her (they had already experimented on her at LMU). Aswe had no diagnosis, and only falsified
medical reports, we knew that our daughter was in grave danger, the German and Swiss doctors hunting
for her. With no way to protect her, we went to the lsraeli Embassy in Bern, Switzerland with our evidence.
We asked for permission to bring Shyloh to lsrael with her medicine, as well as protection until we could
get that permission. Despite both my wife and I being Jewish by lsraeli law, the embassy refused to help us
and threw us onto the street with our evidence and dying child.

We then contacted two American pediatric neurologists for an honest, truthful reading of our daughter's
MRl. After receiving a copy of the test, and realizing what had been done to Shyloh, the doctors stopped
returning our emails and phone calls. Two other American doctors agreed to read her MRl, but their report
was also falsified to hide the crimes committed by the German doctors. Indisputably, there is an endemic,
worldwide system of medical records/ autopsy falsification that enables doctors to do anything they want to
patients without any checks or balances. This system puts all of us in danger. (l can provide further
evidence of this system with my 2010 MRI report, which was written by an American doctor and is also
falsified like Shyloh's. This report was meant to cover up my systemic sarcoidosis, which I developed in
1990 after I was exposed to sarin gas in the First Gulf War as a US Army Officer.)

How is it possible that I can provide indisputable evidence to the lsraeli government of a worldwide system
of medical records falsification, allowing doctors to euthanize children with impunity, and two months later I
have not even been contacted about this case? How can lsrael fail so catastrophically to protect its citizens
in Germany, Switzerland, and the USA-to say nothing of all the Jewish non-citizens in the Diaspora-by
not investigating? Why does the lsraeli government treat a mother, whose child survived multiple murder
attempts, and who was brutally thrown out of an lsraeli embassy while begging for help for her dying child,
with such contempt and disgust that they will not even tell her whether they are going to investigate the
case?

All I ask is for a truthful, honest reading of my child's MRI and EEGs, and a forensic analysis of those tests
to determine in what ways she was harmed by the lumbar and ventricular punctures. By speaking the truth
about what is in my daughter's MRl, lsrael can finally destroy an evil that even the loss of 80 million souls
in \AANll, could not stop.

ls lsrael only capable of fighting evil through violence? ls lsrael totally incapable of fighting evil through
Truth and Righteousness?

The souls of our Six Million Jewish ancestors-and all those since, who fought and died to protect lsrael
and to make her a haven for the Jewish people-await your response.

I thank you for your time.

Jake Sturm, Shyloh's father

Baruch ben Chanan

jssaveshyloh@gmai{.com
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P.S.- | have attached copies of the letters that I sent to Prime Mihister Netanyahu and to the lsraeli
Germany and Netherlands Ambassadors.

3 atta-chments
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